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Exposition

Setting: Colt River

Main Characters:
Finn Jacobs (Protagonist)
Chloe Caffrey (Protagonist)
Dean West
Mr and Mrs Caffrey
Mr and Mrs Jacobs
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Chloe and Finn are best friends. They both get good grades in school but learn from their school guidance counselor that there are kids just like them all over the world. To gain popularity, Chloe and Finn make a huge plan to fake Chloe's kidnapping. Finn would then miraculously "save" Chloe in hopes to make global news around the world in order to gain popularity.
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Chloe is currently hiding in Finn's grandmother's basement. But, while Chloe is eating junk food and watching TV, Finn has to cover up her disappearance. She has to explain to Mr and Mrs Caffrey, Chloe's parents, that she has no clue where Chloe could be. Finn faked most of her crying and made it look that she had no clue where her best friend is. Finn comes to find out that Chloe's mom is having a really tough time dealing with her daughter's kidnapping, that she can barely get out of bed. Chloe is barely holding on after seeing what everyone is going through over her unknown whereabouts. Finn tells Chloe that they should tell the truth to get it over with. Chloe disagrees because the whole point of this plan was to become more popular in a good way, not a bad way.
Rising Action
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Chloe and Finn made sure that their plan would have no suspects. But when the police find a ripped up picture of Chloe in Dean West's locker, they decide to interrogate him as part of their ongoing investigation. Also, they find a pair of Chloe's jeans in the back seat of Dean's car with blood on them. The police suspect that Dean killed Chloe. Finn meets up with Chloe in her grandmother's basement to inform her that their plan needs to come to an end before Dean gets arrested and put into jail. Chloe tells Finn that the picture of her ripped up was for a puzzle that she made for him as a gift. The blood on the jeans was because she got a cut on her leg but it looked that she was having girl problems. So, Chloe decided to change into her gym shorts and Dean hid her jeans in the back of his car so that no other student would bully or make fun of her. Either way they couldn't tell the police that Dean didn't had killed Chloe.
It's has been eleven days since Chloe has seen the outside world. Chloe and Finn have decided to end their plan. Chloe and Finn to go into the forest located near both of their houses. Chloe tells Finn to take a piece of wood and smack it off her head, to make it look like someone has hit her. Finn sneaks back into her house and pretends to be sitting at the window making a collage. Finn then "see's" Chloe walking from the forest and starts screaming her name. Both families run outside. Neither families could believe this "miracle". The next day, news reporters were waiting at Chloe and Finn's house for a chance to interview them. Their planned seemed to have worked.
Falling Action
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Dean West was shortly released by the police after Chloe's reappearance. But, everyone was still scared about being around him. He dropped out of school because no one trusted him anymore. Everyone thought that he was the one who kidnapped Chloe. Chloe and Finn's relationship slowly started to deteriorate because of all the bad things they have done to other people. Including ruining Dean's life. Chloe and Finn used to be at each others house each and every day but now they see each other less than once a week.
Falling Action

Chloe has been accepted into a renowned college in Paris. Chloe and her mother decide to move to Paris together. Finn was barely accepted into a community college. Now long time best friends barely see or talk to each other. Both Chloe and Finn imagined going to the same college, growing up and never leaving each other behind. Everything wasn't going the way that Finn had wanted it to. Finn was happy for Chloe but wondered that if she was the one hiding in her grandmother's basement, would she be the one abroad at college.